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Espernza All In One USB Card Reader EA117
The Esperanza EA117 All In One USB Card Reader is a solution that will make memory card reading and data transfer easier than ever
before. This all-in-one reader impresses with fast data transfer, support for multiple card formats and compatibility with various operating
systems. It's an essential tool for technology lovers, photographers and anyone who needs a reliable way to manage data.
 
Universal compatibility
Esperanza  realizes  the  importance  of  compatibility,  and  the  EA117  reader  supports  a  wide  range  of  operating  systems,  including
Windows 98, 2000, Me, NT, XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10, as well as Unix and MAC OS 8.6 and later versions. Whether you're a Windows user or
a MAC enthusiast, this reader provides seamless integration with your system, making it a versatile accessory.
 
Fast data transfer
When it comes to data transfer, speed matters. The Esperanza EA117 boasts an impressive data transfer speed of 480MB/s via the USB
2.0 interface. This means you can seamlessly transfer large files,  such as high-resolution photos or HD videos, in just seconds, saving
valuable time and ensuring the efficiency of your work.
 
Support for multiple card formats
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One of the main advantages of the EA117 is the presence of four versatile card slots that support various memory card formats. From
standard SD, SDHC and SDXC cards to MMC, RS-MMC and miniSD with adapters, microSD with adapter, TF with adapter, XD, MS, MS Duo,
MS PRO Duo, M2 with adapter, CF and MD - this all-in-one reader supports them all.
 
The power of advantages
The Esperanza EA117 reader features solid build quality,  a compact design for easy portability,  and simple plug-and-play operation. It
allows you to effortlessly manage your memory cards and data, making it an indispensable tool for both personal and professional use.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelEA117Number  of  slots4Data  transfer480MB/s  (USB2.0)Compatibility  with  systems:Windows
98/2000/Me/NT/XP/Vista/7/8/10,  Unix,  MAC OS  8.6  or  higher.Supported  cards:SDXC /  SDHC /  SD  /  MMC /  RS-MMC /  miniSD  (adapter)  /
microSD (adapter) / TF (adapter) / XD / MS / MS Duo / MS PRO Duo / M2 (adapter) / CF / MD.

Preço:

€ 5.01

Acessórios para computadores, Leitores de cartões
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